Widget-Oriented Consumer Programming

Today’s consumer network applications are composed of complex sets of interconnected hardware and software components. Application providers build component-level workflows to provide required functional properties and quality of service (QoS). However, to enhance the quality of user experience (QoE), applications are nowadays exposed to consumers as sets of widgets, i.e. compact and fully functional application modules displayed in a web browser. Widgets are built for various application domains, such as personal finance management or highly-specialized analyses of oceanographic, climate, and atmospheric data.

To augment application’s built-in QoS settings with personalized QoE properties, consumers define personalized workflows on top of widgets. They select widgets using QoE-related criteria, such as widget data source reliability, data processing, and presentation features and interact with them through a graphical user interface (GUI). To automate consumers’ manual operations over a set of widgets, we present Geppeto, a consumer-oriented framework for programming application-level workflows over widgets. Geppeto uses consumer-programmable widgets that integrate a set of application-specific widgets into the workflow and become integral parts of an application. The proposed framework enables each individual consumer to build personalized QoE-aware applications. Furthermore, the community is empowered with enormous application development potential, because of the large number of web consumers who can participate in software development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of present consumer communications and networking is to inform, educate, and entertain the consumers. Digital TV, video-on-demand, online gaming, and P2P-based content distribution are typical examples of contemporary consumer networks. However, as the modern society becomes increasingly dependent on information technology in our daily lives, consumer networks go beyond these traditional realms. They become applica-
ble in broader area of consumer activities that range from interactive education, business and commerce, interaction with government agencies, to healthcare and social activities.

As consumer networks get more deeply integrated into consumers’ everyday life, they strongly impact their privacy, commodity, and business productivity. Non-functional properties such as visual appearance, trustworthiness, and reputation of consumer network applications are becoming at least as important as their functional characteristics [1]. Where the data will be sourced from, what type of processing will be applied and how the results will be presented are subjective measures of consumer satisfaction with an application. Therefore, in information-sensitive applications, such as personal financial applications or NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, US Department of Commerce) applications for analyses of oceanographic, climate, and atmospheric data, quality of experience (QoE) is recognized as a new driving force that makes the applications attractive to use. Since QoE is a subjective measure of consumer satisfaction with an application, a consumer becomes the central authority to assess the QoE parameters and define what the application workflow will look like [2]. In this article, we discuss the challenge of designing future consumer networks flexible enough to suit the subjective preferences of individual consumers.

Complex applications are nowadays exposed to consumers through widgets. Widgets are small web applications displayed in a web browser and equipped with a GUI for interaction with the background processes. To shape the quality of experience, consumers are given the ability to choose a preferred set of widgets and build personalized dashboards that are displayed in a web browser and control execution of complex applications. However, this requires intensive manual operation with multiple widgets, which is tedious and becomes impractical. In this paper, we present Geppeto (Gadget Parallel Programming Tool), a web automation framework based on consumer-programmable widgets for programming the workflows of consumer applications. We use widgets as basic building blocks of consumer applications, while programming-by-demonstration technique is applied to define the workflow among widgets. Although many tools for web automation exist on the market (iMacros, Newbie, Chickenfoot, iRobot), Geppeto is the first framework that uses consumer-programmable widgets to automate the operation of application-specific widgets. Using Geppeto, consumer-programmable widgets integrate application-specific widgets into the workflow and become an integral part of a consumer application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we identify the elements that impact the quality of user experience of computer applications and recognize consumer programming as a methodology for advanced user experience management. In Section 3, we describe a model of building consumer applications based on widget networking. In Section 4, we present a framework based on three types of consumer-programmable widgets. The following three subsections describe features and application of each type of consumer-programmable widget. In Section 5, we present the usage of our framework in the design and development of a consumer network application. Section 6 introduces application development potential as a measure of creative power of the consumer community engaged in development of computer applications. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 QUALITY OF USER EXPERIENCE

As shown in Fig. 1, three basic properties of computer applications that impact user experience are usefulness, usability, and performance. Usefulness is a measure of how using an application is beneficial to a consumer while solving a particular task. For example, a currency converter application is useful for managing personal finances, but not very useful for getting the latest weather report. Usability refers to the ease with which a consumer can use an application to achieve its intended purpose. Finally, performance is a measure of application execution efficiency. Each user experience property is affected by a different type of application element. Usefulness depends on application workflow, usability on the user interface, whereas performance depends on the execution environment that includes hardware and software equipment necessary to run the application.

To evaluate and adapt applications towards individual QoE preferences, QoE metrics have been introduced and algorithms for automated QoE management have been developed. Quality of service (QoS) mechanisms monitor performance-related dimensions, such as latency, availability, reliability, and price and adapt the network and application to maintain the desired level of performance [3, 4, 5]. On the other hand, GUI adaptation mechanisms based on explicit consumer rating or implicit usage tracking collect the data about task success rate, task duration, number of eye movements and mouse clicks necessary to interact with the application, and adapt the GUI to the particular preferences of the individual consumer [6, 7, 8].

However, an objective metric for evaluating the suitability of application workflow to individual consumer preferences does not exist. Workflow suitability is not an observable application characteristic, but is reflected through consumer satisfaction with application functional properties. Traditionally, the consumer delivered the application functional requirements to an application developer, who
responded by implementing a workflow. However, to allow consumers to express their creativity and innovativeness on their own, we have developed a consumer-oriented workflow programming methodology based on widget networking. To measure the amount of creativity the consumer community can deliver from widget networking, we define **application development potential**, as described in Section 6.

### 3 WIDGET NETWORKING

Widget networking allows consumers to build personalized computer applications out of widgets, i.e., handy and compact software components exposed as fully functional web applications displayed in a web browser. Consumers build their own applications by interconnecting independent widgets into personalized workflows that deliver new value-added functionalities. The ultimate goal of consumer-driven personalization of network applications is achieved as an end result of a multi-tiered model shown in Fig. 2.

In the lowest tier, the hardware networking platform provides facilities for interconnecting host machines, dedicated servers, and consumer devices through fixed and wireless networking. Consumer network applications are built using component-level integration and run on the hardware platform. Components are built and integrated using various technologies, such as CORBA, DCOM, JINI, and Web Services, and distributed across computing nodes. Along with providing functional correctness, one of the major issues with component integration is providing consumers with a required level of QoS. To that end, application providers design, implement, deploy, and fine-tune application performance parameters, such as processing time, data throughput, and memory consumption.

Once deployed on the consumer network nodes, the applications become accessible to consumers through GUIs. Application GUIs are built using a small, simple, and well-defined set of primitives for human-computer interaction, like buttons, textboxes, and dropdown lists, which are familiar to consumers. Over the past decade, these primitives were proven as successful abstractions for building GUI interfaces of many different types of applications. If designed in accordance with consumers’ needs and expectations, GUI allows comfortable application usage. This in turn, has a positive effect on application’s QoE perceived by consumers.

Although a well designed GUI is important for successful adoption of an application, QoE is about more than just GUI’s structure. QoE deals with a wide spectrum of factors, such as issues related to rules of data sourcing, processing, organization, presentation, and trustworthiness [9]. These QoE parameters are built on top of QoS mechanisms that are controlled and delivered by consumer network providers. However, unlike QoS, which can be...
controlled and delivered by providers, QoE is assessed by consumers themselves using their subjective and individual measures [2]. To cope with the individual and subjective nature of QoE requirements, consumers must be given greater control over how applications are delivered to them. This in turn requires a higher level of consumer-controlled personalization.

A step in the direction of consumer-controlled personalization has already been taken using application containers for widgets. Widgets are derived from the idea of reusable code for development of web applications, and are fundamental elements of the component web [12]. The web pages containing a set of widgets are called container pages. Developers build widgets independently of container pages and publish their code on public servers. Developers of container pages reuse published widgets as third party modules and embed them into their container pages. Several web platforms utilize this feature to provide blank container pages and enable consumers to search for and personalize their pages with the preferred set of widgets. Examples of such web platforms are iGoogle with Google Gadgets [13], My Yahoo! with Yahoo! Widgets [14], Windows Live Spaces with Microsoft Gadgets [15], and Netvibes with Netvibes Universal Widgets [16].

Widgets as basic building blocks and containers as a platform for hosting widgets can be used to empower users with ability to create personalized QoE-enabled applications. Our widget programming framework enables consumers to combine preferred widgets in a personalized manner to match their QoE expectations.

### 4 CONSUMER-ORIENTED WORKFLOW PROGRAMMING

Although widget containers that are personalized with a preferred set of widgets provide a good foundation for tailoring the application workflow towards consumer’s QoE expectations, advanced application scenarios still require an intensive manual usage of multiple widgets. To avoid repeating manual operations with a set of widgets, we have designed a framework that enables consumers to record and store the actions performed on widgets’ GUIs. In addition, this framework enables consumers to edit the
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**Fig. 2. A model for building consumer network applications based on widget networking**
recorded actions and to start their execution when necessary, similarly to macros in word processing applications.

Execution of a recorded workflow may be started either on an explicit consumer request, consumer may define the time when the workflow execution should start automatically and be repeated periodically if necessary, or consumer may define an event from the consumer network that will start the workflow execution. To be easy-to-use, the framework for recording, storing, and defining the workflow execution settings has to be based on the same set of techniques that consumers apply when manually interacting with the widgets. Therefore, we implement these functions as special-purpose widgets that consumer integrates into the application workflow.

Special-purpose widgets have to provide a programming-by-demonstration method for recording and storing of GUI actions. These widgets have to provide a calendar-like user interface to define the date, time, and repetition interval. Furthermore, they have to provide an interface with a list of events that may occur in the consumer network and allow consumer to subscribe to the selected events. In addition, these widgets have to allow consumer to define an arbitrary user interface to enter parameters, start the workflow execution, and display the final results.

4.1 Time-Initiated Workflow Execution

The *TickMe* widget is used to define a time-initiated workflow. The operation of the *TickMe* widget is defined by three parameters: date and time the workflow execution should be started, repetition interval if the workflow has to be executed periodically, and the action that should be performed by the *TickMe* widget on the GUI of an application-specific widget when the workflow execution is started.

The user interface of the *TickMe* widget is split into two parts (*i* and *ii*), as shown in Fig. 4. A date is chosen through a user interface similar to a calendar or electronic organizer (*i*). To define a time and a repetition interval, we use a form-based user interface with *Time and Interval* input fields, respectively (*ii*). To define the action, we use the *Set action* recording button to switch the widget into programming-by-demonstration mode to record and store consumer action on the application-specific widget GUI (**ii**).

Programming the *TickMe* widget consists of five steps. Using a calendar-like interface, the consumer defines the date when the *TickMe* widget should start the workflow execution (1). Once the date is defined, the web form for defining the time, the repetition interval, and the action is opened. The time and the repetition interval are defined by filling out the web form input fields (2). A consumer defines the action by entering the programming-by-demonstration mode using a *Set action* button. In this mode, consumer performs the action that should be executed when the *TickMe* widget gets activated (4). Once programmed, the *TickMe* widget will execute the recorded action at the given date and time and repeat it with the given interval (5).

An example of programming the *TickMe* widget is shown in Fig. 4. The consumer application consists of the *TickMe* widget and an application-specific widget called *Chlorophyll* widget. The *Chlorophyll* widget consists of an image showing the concentration of the chlorophyll in the ocean and a button to refresh the image. The workflow refreshes the image on the *Chlorophyll* widget every day at the same time. This scenario is a typical use-case in the NOAA application for analyses of oceanographic, climate, and atmospheric data. Using the *TickMe* widget, consumer
schedules the workflow execution for every morning at 8:00 am, beginning on May 10th 2009. The TickMe widget will start the workflow execution by simulating a click on the Redraw the Graph button on the Chlorophyll widget.

4.2 Event-Initiated Workflow Execution

The TriggerMe widget is used to define an event-initiated workflow. The operation of the TriggerMe widget is defined by two sets of parameters: a topic that a consumer can subscribe to and receive notifications about related events in the consumer network, and a set of actions associated with particular events that should be performed by the TriggerMe widget on the GUI of application-specific widgets when the workflow execution is started.

The user interface of the TriggerMe widget is split into two parts (i and ii), as shown in Fig. 5. A list of available topics is used to select the topic that a consumer wants to subscribe to (i). A list of events related to the selected topic and a set of associated Set action recording buttons are used to define the actions that handle the occurrences of particular events (ii). Similarly to the TickMe widget, recording buttons are used to switch the widget into the programming-by-demonstration mode to record and store consumer actions on the application-specific widget GUI.

The operation of the TriggerMe widget is based on two auxiliary services. The topics available in a consumer network are registered in the Event Repository service (e1). Using the TriggerMe widget, a consumer browses through the topics (e2, e3) and events related to the selected topic (e4, e5). Consumer subscribes to the selected events by defining actions (e6). Using the Event Publisher service, the consumer network announces the occurrences of particular events (e7), while the Event Publisher service forwards them to the consumer through the TriggerMe widget (e8).

Programming the TriggerMe widget consists of four steps. Using the list of available topics, consumer selects a topic to subscribe to (p1). Once the topic is selected, the list of events related to the selected topic is displayed. For each event in the topic, a consumer can define an action that should be performed by the TriggerMe widget when the event occurs. To define the action, a consumer enters the programming-by-demonstration mode using a Set action button associated with a particular event (p2). In this mode, consumer performs the action on the GUI of an application-specific widget that should be executed when the event occurs (p3). Once programmed, the TriggerMe widget is subscribed to the events related to the selected topic and executes the action associated with a particular event each time it occurs (p4).

An example of programming the TriggerMe widget is shown in Fig. 5. The consumer application consists of the TriggerMe widget and two application-specific widgets, called Chlorophyll and Wind. Each widget consists of an image showing the concentration of the chlorophyll in the ocean and the speed of wind, respectively, as well as a button to refresh the image. Using the TriggerMe widget, a consumer defines the workflow that refreshes the image
4.3 Consumer-Initiated Workflow Execution

The TouchMe widget is used to define a consumer-initiated workflow. In contrast to the TicketMe and TriggerMe widgets, the TouchMe widget enables consumers to define workflows composed from multiple widgets and to define the GUI to control the workflow execution. Therefore, operation of the TouchMe widget is defined by two parameters: a consumer-programmable GUI used to control the workflow execution and a consumer-programmable logic that implements the workflow. Workflow logic consists of actions performed on the GUIs of application-specific widgets.

A consumer builds the interface of the TouchMe widget by assembling GUI elements from the application-specific widgets. Consumer selects a subset of GUI elements from the application-specific widgets and copies them to the TouchMe widget. When copying the elements, he or she chooses the elements that will be used to enter the values, activate the workflow execution, and display the final results. To copy the GUI elements from application-specific widgets to the TouchMe widget, consumer uses a pop-up menu, as shown in Fig. 6. When copying elements, consumer marks each element either as input, output, or an activation element. Prior to starting the workflow execution, a consumer uses input elements to enter values through the GUI of the TouchMe widget. At the beginning of the workflow execution, these values are transferred to the original application-specific widgets. Output elements are used to display the results of workflow execution at the GUI of the TouchMe widget. At the end of the workflow execution, the values from these elements are transferred from the original application-specific widgets back to the TouchMe widget. Finally, consumer uses the activation elements to start the workflow execution.

To program a workflow, a consumer sets the TouchMe widget into programming-by-demonstration mode and then performs a set of actions on the GUIs of application-specific widgets. As shown in Fig. 6, a consumer uses a pop-up menu to switch the TouchMe widget into programming-by-demonstration mode. On the interface of the TouchMe widget, a consumer selects the activation element, starts the recording, and performs the actions. The TouchMe widget records the actions until the recording is stopped. Once programmed, the TouchMe widget will repeat the recorded actions each time the activation element is clicked.

An example of programming the TouchMe widget is shown in Fig. 6. Consumer uses two application-specific widgets to define a personalized stock market monitor: the Finance widget to retrieve the current price for a given stock symbol in US dollars, and the Currency Conversion widget to convert the reported price between various currencies.

The interface of the TouchMe widget is built by copying the Symbol text field from the Finance widget as an input element (a1), the Go button from the Finance widget as an activation element (a2), and the Price text field from the Currency Conversion widget as an output element (a3). The TouchMe widget automatically generates the logic to transfer the value from the Symbol text field at the TouchMe widget into the original Symbol text field at the Finance widget (b1), as well as the logic to transfer the value from the original Price text field at the Currency Conversion widget into the Price text field at the TouchMe widget (b2).

To build the rest of the workflow logic, a consumer selects the Go button at the TouchMe widget as a workflow...
activation element and starts the workflow recording. During the recording, a consumer performs a sequence of GUI actions as shown in Fig. 6: type the stock symbol into the Symbol text field at the Finance widget (note, this constant input action is not recorded, because the Symbol text field is used as an input element at the TouchMe widget) and click the Go button at the same widget (c1), copy the stock price from the Finance widget and paste it into the Amount text field at the Currency Conversion widget (c2), select the source and target currency in the From and To dropdown menus at the Currency Conversion widget (c3, c4), and click the Convert button on the same widget (c5). Each time a consumer clicks the Go button at the TouchMe widget, the TouchMe widget transfers the values from the input elements to the application-specific widgets, executes the recorded actions, and transfers the results from the application-specific widgets to the output elements on the TouchMe widget.

Consumer actions in the user interfaces of application-specific widgets are stored into a 2D table that is a part of the TouchMe widget. In our example, four types of actions are stored: when clicked, copy to, click, and select. An example of the first type of action is

\textit{when clicked Go at TouchMe} where \textit{when clicked} are keywords denoting the action that postpones the workflow execution until a consumer makes a click at the activation element, while \textit{Go at TouchMe} is a parameter denoting the activation element Go in the TouchMe widget. An example of the second type of action is

\textit{copy Price at Finance to Amount at Currency Conversion} where \textit{copy} and \textit{to} are keywords denoting the copy/paste operation that transfers the data from the Price text field at Finance widget to the Amount text field at the Currency Conversion widget. An example of the third type of action is

\textit{click Convert at Currency Conversion} where \textit{click} is a keyword denoting the operation of clicking the Convert button in the Currency Conversion widget. Finally, an example of the fourth type of action is

\textit{select Euro from To at Currency Conversion} where \textit{select} and \textit{from} are keywords denoting the operation of selecting an item from the To drop-down menu at the Currency Conversion widget, while \textit{Euro} is the menu item to be selected.
Representation of GUI actions within the 2D table reduces the complexity of managing the workflow to a simple spatial arrangement of these actions within the table cells. Each cell of the table is either empty or contains a GUI action. Time progresses from left to right and from top to bottom simultaneously. If two non-empty cells are adjacent, the actions associated with the cells are executed sequentially. On the other hand, if two non-empty cells are separated with at least one empty cell, they can be executed in any order, including in parallel. Organization of actions within the 2D space enables a simple construction of sophisticated workflow patterns for sequential and parallel execution of GUI actions. In the example shown in Fig. 6, the consumer workflow consists of one sequence of non-empty adjacent cells representing a workflow with sequential execution.

Once recorded and represented in a tabular form, a consumer can optionally use advanced functionalities, such as edit, add, and delete actions, as well as rearrange their spatial organization to construct arbitrary workflow patterns. In addition, a consumer can save the logic and the GUI of the TouchMe widget, recover a previously saved widget or reset the widget. Finally, consumer can use multiple tabs to construct multiple GUIs for the TouchMe widget, as well as manage the visibility of the application-specific widgets used in the workflow. For example, consumers may choose to hide some or all of the application-specific widgets to leave only the TouchMe widget visible. This can significantly reduce the visual overhead imposed by a number of application-specific widgets.

5 CONSUMER NETWORK APPLICATION EXAMPLE

In this section, we demonstrate the integration of all three types of consumer-programmable widgets into a personalized consumer network application. We present an application for advanced stock market monitoring. The goal of the application is to get an overview of the desired stock information once a day, but also on consumer request if necessary. In addition, if more significant changes happen to the stock on the market, an alert is sent to a consumer via SMS.

Fig. 7 illustrates the workflow of this application. In addition to the TouchMe, TickMe, and TriggerMe widgets, a consumer uses three application-specific widgets. The Finance widget is used to retrieve the current stock information for a given stock in US dollars. The Currency Conversion widget is used to convert a given amount of money between various currencies. The SMS Sender widget is used to send SMS messages to a given phone number.

Using the TouchMe widget, a consumer implements the workflow that is composed of the Finance and the Currency Conversion widgets to retrieve the stock price in the desired currency. This part of the workflow is defined in the same way as shown in Fig. 6. The consumer initiates the execution of the workflow by clicking the Go button on the TouchMe widget. Furthermore, the consumer uses the TickMe widget to autonomously refresh the stock price every morning at 8:00 am. The TickMe widget is programmed to execute a click on the Go button of the TouchMe widget. Finally, the consumer uses the TriggerMe widget to send an SMS alert if the value of the MSFT stock drops by 5% or more. The TriggerMe widget is programmed to execute a click on the Send label at the SMS Sender widget.

The table representing the GUI actions recorded within the TouchMe widget consists of two sequences. The upper sequence represents the actions to retrieve a price for a given stock in a desired currency using the Finance and Currency Conversion widgets. Execution of this sequence is started either by the consumer or by the TickMe widget. The lower sequence is used to configure the SMS Sender widget with a phone number and message text, and to send out the alert. Execution of this sequence is started by the TriggerMe widget. In addition to the four types of actions described in the previous section, this sequence contains a fifth type of action used to enter a constant value into a text field. An example of this type of action is

\[
\text{type } \texttt{"+385 1 234 56 78" into To at SMS Sender}
\]

where type and into are keywords denoting this type of action, "+385 1 234 56 78" is a value to enter, while To at SMS Sender is a parameter denoting the target text field.

6 APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

To quantify how widget-oriented programming improves the creativity in software development, we define application development potential (ADP). ADP is an estimation of the total amount of new applications a community of developers can produce in a given time frame using a specific programming methodology.

The time required to develop a piece of software depends on the size of software and the effort included into software development (e.g. the amount of man power). The usual method used to estimate the size of a software product during project resource planning is Functional Size Measurement (FSM) [17, 18]. FSM is an internationally recognized and ISO standardized technique for measuring the size of software based on its functional requirements. Since software functional requirements are independent of any constraint of how the software is built, FSM enables to estimate the software size regardless of the tools, techniques, and technologies used to build the software. Using FSM, the size of software is normalized into a number.
of Albrecht’s function points, according to Allan Albrecht who developed the method in the late 1970s. The time required to develop an application is, therefore, proportional to the number of Albrecht’s function points and the time necessary to develop a single Albrecht’s function point. On the other hand, the time required to develop a piece of application normalized into an Albrecht’s function point depends on the programming paradigm and tools being used during application development. That time is proportional to the lines of code necessary to develop a single Albrecht’s function point in a given programming language.

Table 1 shows the application development potential of widget-oriented programming compared to object-oriented and domain-specific programming paradigms. The first row of Table 1 shows estimated number of lines of code (LOC) required to develop a single Albrecht’s function point.
point (FP) using various programming paradigms [19]. Object-oriented programming typically requires a few dozen lines of code, depending on the language being used. Domain-specific languages and tools, such as spreadsheets and database query languages, require five to ten lines of code per Albrecht’s function point. Such tools improve the efficiency of software development by an order of magnitude as long as they are used within the intended application domain. On the other hand, widget-oriented programming, which is based on reusing and composing coarse-grained and fully functional application blocks into consumer-specific workflows, reduces the time required to develop an application by a further order of magnitude. Since the program logic to handle one user input or one client-server transaction are typical examples of Albrecht’s function points, widget-oriented programming allows implementation of the whole function point using a single or a couple of lines of code.

Table 1. Application development potential of different programming paradigms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOC/FP</th>
<th>Number of users</th>
<th>Domain-specific programming</th>
<th>Widget-oriented programming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-70</td>
<td>20 million professional programmers</td>
<td>500 million end-user programmers</td>
<td>2 billion web consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>700-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the time necessary to develop an application, second dimension used to estimate the ADP is the total number of people within a particular community with the ability to use the particular programming paradigm. The second row of Table 1 shows an estimated number of various groups of users who will participate in software development in 2010 worldwide. According to [20, 21], there will be around 20 million professional programmers with the ability to use object-oriented programming and 500 million end-users who will use domain-specific languages to develop software supporting their work. At the same time, there will be around 2 billion regular web consumers with the ability to use widgets and widget-oriented programming [22]. Moreover, the number of web consumers is still growing rapidly, especially in Asia.

Based on these projections, we calculate the application development potential as the number of Albrecht’s function points developed by the whole community in a certain time unit. The calculation of ADP is described by

$$ADP = \frac{\text{number of users}}{\text{function point development time}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The function point development time used in Equation (1) is an approximation of the time required to develop a single Albrecht’s function point, which is proportional to the lines of code per Albrecht’s function point.

The third row of Table 1 shows the comparison of ADP indices among object-oriented, domain-specific, and widget-oriented programming. ADP indices show that in a time frame in which the professional programmer community produces 1 to 3 new applications, the end user community can produce 50 to 100 applications, while the consumer community can produce up to 2000 applications. In terms of ADP, widget-oriented programming outperforms the object-oriented and domain-specific programming by one to three orders of magnitude.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Geppeto, a framework for building applications from widgets by consumers not trained in programming, but with an understanding of available functionality on the consumer network. The main goal is to provide a seamless environment for widget composition built on usage patterns familiar to consumers. Our assumption is that consumers understand the problem space they work on and what the available widgets provide. Geppeto strives to give them the ability to build new personalized QoE-aware applications important for solving their particular problems, while at the same time exposing newly created functionality to new potential consumers.

The work of Geppeto is based on workflows of widgets. Geppeto is the first framework that uses consumer-programmable widgets to program the operation of application-specific widgets. Using consumer-programmable widgets, Geppeto enables consumers to define the workflow among application-specific widgets and to start it on request, schedule it in time, or define an event from the consumer network that will trigger its execution. While programming the workflow in Geppeto, consumers use the same set of techniques as during the manual operation with widgets.

Our methodology allows ordinary computer consumers to participate in software development. To quantify how widget-oriented programming improves the creativity in software development, we define application development potential (ADP). ADP is an estimation of the total amount of new applications a community of developers can produce in a given time using a specific programming methodology. In terms of ADP, widget-oriented programming outperforms object-oriented and domain-specific programming by one to three orders of magnitude, providing the community with more innovative ideas and technical solutions than isolated groups of professional programmers or domain-oriented end users ever could.

Geppeto is implemented as an extension of the Apache Shindig project [23]. Apache Shindig is an open source
widget container and widget rendering server. It was originally started by Google as a reference container for hosting OpenSocial and Google Gadgets compatible widgets. Any Google Gadgets compatible widget can be used as an application-specific widget within the Geppeto widget container. We extended Apache Shindig with consumer-programmable widgets and a widget repository to store and share the widgets among consumers. To try out the tool, users can visit the project’s web site at http://geppeto.fer.hr.
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